**BDWOF-ST**

**EZ-CLICK™ BATH TUB DRAIN WITH OVERFLOW**

**SPECIFICATION SHEET**

- **Diameter**: 2-7/8" (Ø2-7/8"
- **Open**: 1-1/16" (11/16" Closed)
- **Thread**: 1-1/2 - 11-1/2 NPSM
- **Thread**: 1-1/2 - 27 UNS - 2B
- **Can thread into a 1-1/2 - NPSM standard drain shoe**
- **Internal female threading allows for connecting a 1-1/2" brass tube (not included)**
- **2" drain opening required**

---

**WARRANTY**

For warranty info please visit [www.mountainplumbing.com/Page/Resources/Warranty](http://www.mountainplumbing.com/Page/Resources/Warranty)

**Finish Care & Maintenance**

Never use any harsh alkali, acid based detergents or cleaners such as Soft Scrub®, Scrubbing Bubbles® or Comet® to clean. Do not use Brillo® or Scotch Brite® pads. These will all harm the finish. To clean, use only a damp soft cloth and wipe gently. Standard Windex® can also be used sparingly. It is not necessary to wipe hard to remove spots. To maintain the finish, wipe with a soft dry cloth after use. An occasional coat of pure carnauba wax without cleaners will help protect the finish.

**Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice**
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